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Abstract— Electricity is very important aspect of human life. 

So it should be utilized in proper way. Load shedding is best 

option for best utilization of electricity. Load shedding is 

basically required to balance the electricity demand and 

electricity supply. When there is a shortfall in the electricity 

supply, there can be a need to reduce demand very quickly to 

an acceptable level, or risk the entire electricity network 

becoming unstable and shutting down completely.  In 

automatic load shedding, load shedding is done 

automatically. One of the advantages of  automatic load 

shedding is that load shedding done automatically which will 

not only reduce man power but also effective in MSEB 

persons security. MSEB provides the services like 

information about payment of bill, complaints of customer 

are taken from call. Instead this method automatically 

controls lights of the particular area. It also provides facilities 

like complaint server, information service, advanced 

M.S.E.D.C.L. repair system. If network will be busy then call 

completion probability will be less. Also one facility provided 

is if any MSEDCL person wants to cut light of particular area 

in which he working at instant then he can send sms to cut off 

light. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The electricity used by people is generally produced and 

supplied by companies. When people are demanding more 

electricity than a company has to give load shedding is 

required. The solution to this situation is that company has to 

deny some users for some time. When the supplying company 

receives more demand for electrical power than its generating 

or transmission or installed capacity can deliver, the company 

has to resort to rationing of the available electricity to its 

customers. This act is called load shedding. Load shedding 

can also be referred to as Demand Side Management or Load 

Management. Load shedding can be of two types: 

A. Automatic Load Shedding 

B. Manual Load Shedding 

 Manual Load Shedding:  

In manual load shedding particular area light will be cut off 

by the person from MSEDCL. But now days we can see that 

much of things are becoming automatic then why should 

MSEDCL remain apart from this. And automatic load 

shedding came in picture. There are many advantages of this 

type of load shedding. 

 Automatic Load Shedding: 

In automatic load shedding, load shedding is done 

automatically. One of the advantages of  automatic load 

shedding is that load shedding done automatically which will 

not only reduce man power but also effective in MSEDCL 

persons security.  

 MSEDCL provides the services like information 

about payment of bill, complaints of customer are taken from 

call. Instead proposed method automatically controls lights of 

the particular area. It also provides facilities like complaint 

server, information service, advanced M.S.E.D.C.L. repair 

system.  If network will be busy then call completion 

probability will be less. Also one facility provided is if any 

MSEDCL person wants to cut light of particular area in which 

he working at instant then he can send SMS to cut off light.  

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The section gives detail description of hardware & software 

to be used in the system. Block diagram shows the interfacing 

of PIC microcontroller & other hardware parts such as LCD 

and relay driver IC. The software part includes respective 

flow charts and algorithms. 

 
 The block diagram of this project consists of 

following main blocks: 

 PIC microcontroller 

 ULN2803 relay driver 

 MAX 232 

 RS232 interfacing driver 

 LCD display 

 Microcontroller section: 

 Microcontroller is the heart of the system, the 

microcontroller basically receives the control commands 

serially from the PC (VB s/w). After receiving the string 

serially, microcontroller stores the string in to its RAM. Then 

microcontroller decodes the received string .The string from 

the PC contains the load shading Relay On/OFF commands. 

Microcontroller reads the string one by one and turns on/off 

the relays accordingly. 

 Relay driver: 

 This method using a 12v, 100 mA relay from i/p side. The 

µC operates on 5volts and can provide only 20 mA of current 

.So to drive the relay we are using a ULN based Relay driver. 

The ULN 2803 has 8 i/p’s and 8 o/p’s .So we can connect 8 

relays on 1 ULN driver. The o/p voltage of ULN is 12v and 

the current capacity is 1ampere which is more than enough 

for driving relay. 

 Relays: 

This method using relays of 230v and 10 amperes at the o/p 

side. That means we can connect an electrical load of 230v 
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and 10 amperes. In the system relays indicating different 

smaller areas in bigger one. 

 RS232: 

RS 232 is used to communicate between PC and the µC .We 

are using the specific serial format to communicate. 

Baud rate: 9600 

Stop bits: 1 

Start of frame: none 

Flowchart: 
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III. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 
 Circuit diagram consist of different units like PIC 

microcontroller, reset circuit, MAX 232, LCD, crystal 

oscillator, relays, relay driver ICs, and RS 232 9pin DB 

connector. Analog inputs are given to the port A of 

microcontroller. These analog inputs are converted into 

digital output. Port B, port C and port D are connected to the 

relay driver and LCD. Port C is also connected to the MAX 

232 for compatibility point of view 

IV. RESULT 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This system deals with automatic load shading, complaint 

server, information center, security of workers.  

 Due to automatic load shading, time table of loading 

shading get controlled automatically. So, manual efforts 

get reduced. Hence, huge number of labors gets reduced.   

 In complaint server, complaints of customer's are taken 

through mobile & actions are taken immediately & 

related information are send automatically to customers 

through mobile using GSM .Hence, solutions of 

customer's problems get solved in less time & they get 

quick response to their complaints. 

 In information center, messages are sending to customers 

related to changes in time table automatically. Hence, 

customers get familiar with changed load shading time 

table. So, customers face lesser problems. 

 In security section, main preference is given to workers 

security. Security codes are given to workers, so that they 

can cut power supply of particular area automatically in 

which area they are working. It reduces accident capacity 

& workers can work safely.  
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